2019 CIF-SS OPEN DIVISION BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIPS
MAY 6 - MAY 11, 2019

CONSOLATION FINALS
May 11, 2019
1:00 PM
ARENA BADMINTON CLUB
2780 S. RESERVOIR ST.
POMONA 91766

CONSOLATION SEMIS
May 8, 2019
3:00 PM

RD OF 8
May 6, 2019

SEMI-FINAL
May 8, 2019
3:00 PM

FINAL
May 11, 2019
2:00 PM
ARCADIA HIGH SCHOOL
180 CAMPUS DR.
ARCADIA 91006

1. DIAMOND BAR* 16
   CABRILLO 10
   VALLE VISTA #1

8. WILSON (HH) 8

11. WILSON (HH)* 7
   VALLE VISTA #3

4. CERRITOS* 14
   EMPIRE #1

3. MIRA COSTA* 17
   FREELANCE

6. SO. PASADENA 4
   ALMONT #3

7. WALNUT 2

9. SO. PASADENA* 7

12. WALNUT 2
   VALLE VISTA #2

13. WALNUT* 13

14. ARCADIA 14
   VALLE VISTA #2

15. ARCADIA* 19
   ALMONT #1

2019 CIF-SS OPEN DIVISION BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIPS
MAY 6 - MAY 11, 2019

1. DIAMOND BAR 1
2. ARCADIA 1

* DENOTES HOME TEAM
2019 CIF-SS BADMINTON DIVISION 1 CHAMPIONSHIPS
MAY 3 - MAY 11, 2019

FIRST ROUND
May 3, 2019
3:00 PM

QUARTER FINAL
May 6, 2019
3:00 PM

SEMI FINAL
May 8, 2019
3:00 PM

FINAL
May 11, 2019
10:00 AM

ARCADIA HS

1. SAN MARINO*
   ALMONT NO. 2
   REDLANDS E. VALLEY
   CITRUS BELT NO. 3
   15

   SAN MARINO*
   ROWLAND
   VALLE VISTA NO. T4
   11

   SAN MARINO
   LOMA LINDA*
   CITRUS BELT NO. 1
   14

   LOMA LINDA
   KENNEDY
   EMPIRE NO. 3
   11

   SAN MARINO
   WESTMINSTER*
   EMPIRE NO. 2
   16

   WESTMINSTER*
   PASADENA POLY
   MONTVIEW NO. 2
   10

   SAN MARINO
   SAN GABRIEL*
   ALMONT NO. 4
   19

   SAN GABRIEL*
   CYPRESS
   EMPIRE NO. 4
   15

   SAN GABRIEL
   WEBB*
   VALLE VISTA NO. T4
   12

   WEBB
   REDLANDS
   CITRUST BELT NO. 2
   6

   WEBB
   BASSETT*
   MONTVIEW NO. 1
   11

   BASSETT*
   WILSON LB
   MOORE NO. 4
   6

   BASSETT*
   LB POLY*
   MOORE NO. 2
   12

   LB POLY*
   ALHAMBRA
   ALMONT NO. 5
   6

   ALHAMBRA
   LB POLY*
   MOORE NO. 2
   15

   LB POLY

* DENOTES HOME TEAM
(Coin flip results after 1st round only apply when both competing teams in a match have previously played the same number of home playoff matches.)
2019 CIF-SS BADMINTON 2ND LEVEL CHAMPIONSHIPS
MAY 3 - MAY 10, 2019

PLAY-IN ROUND
May 3, 2019
3:00 PM

FIRST ROUND
May 6, 2019
3:00 PM

QUARTER FINAL
May 7, 2019
3:00 PM

SEMI FINAL
May 8, 2019
3:00 PM

FINAL
May 10, 2019
3:00 PM

SIERRA VISTA* 20
MONTVIEW

SIERRA VISTA* 19

JORDAN (LB) 1
MOORE

SIERRA VISTA 8

CHINO HILLS 21
VALLE VISTA

RIALTO 2
CRITUS BELT

NOGALES* 6
MONTVIEW

MARK KEPPLE 12
ALMONT

MARK KEPPLE* 16
MARINA* 9
EMPIRE

MARK KEPPLE* 15

MARK KEPPLE* 13

WHITNEY 8
EMPIRE

MILLIKAN* 13
MOORE

EISENHOWER* 11
CRITUS BELT

MARK KEPPLE CHAMPION

GAHR* 21
EMPIRE

Gahr 5

AZUSA* 16
AZUSA* 13
MONTVIEW

AZUSA 6

XAVIER PREP 0
FREELANCE

AZUSA 6

COMPTON 1
MOORE

LOARA 6

Baldwin Park 8

Baldwin Park* 17
MONTVIEW

CITRUS VALLEY 7
CRITUS BELT

GLADSTONE 10

GLADSTONE* 14
MONTVIEW

Baldwin Park 8

MAYFIELD/LOYOLA 4
ALMONT

Baldwin Park* 11
MONTVIEW

* DENOTES HOME TEAM
Coin flip results after 1st round only apply when both competing teams in a match have previously played the same number of home playoff matches.)